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I. Ir l'ROD UC'tiON 
Two great ~roblems in educ a tion are : Nhat " shal l the 
child be tautrht ? How shall t he child be taught? The first 
question is a curriculum pro blem; the second, a problem in 
me thod. 'rhis thesis will attempt to find a sol ution for the 
second of these pr·oblems and. show that solution actually worked 
out in ninth grade English. 
I shall r evie ·w b r·iefly the different technics tha t have 
be~n deve loped in attemrting to find a better way to te~ch the 
child. Throughout · the history of education t here have ·been 
many a nd var·ie d technics of te :~ching , but ro~c t he most ; <i r-t, 
these have shown little considerat ion f or the child and his 
nee ds . They gave us method for method ' s sa~e1 ~nd even at t he 
present time/ method is so sa cred to some educators that the 
child is still being s a c rificed. Some conservatives sti ll cling 
to t he ol d doctrine of formal eli s cipline. 'l'he esse nce of forme.l 
dis cipline can be expressed. in these words, " th<.ii.t it is the 
pr·oc ess of learning ra ther· than the . thing lea rned," ·whi ch is the 
i mporta nt· ar1d the deter·mining thing in educa tio n . 
'rhe disciplinary concepti on tak es a vari ety of forms , but 
t hey are all unit ed on one poi nt, thc:l.t is, •itha t a :par·t icula r 
I 
a ctivity or experience, especi a lly of an intellectual character, 
if well Relected, produces ~ power or ability , out of a ll pro-
portion to t he expendit~re of energy therein. Such a ?Ower, 
when developed , will be serviceable in the ffiost dissimilar ex-
periences or a ctivities, will be avail~bl e in e~ery situation, 
and will be appli ca de to the a·olu"ti on of the pr·o olen.s pr·esen ted 
4. 
by any subject." The disciplinarians believed that such sub-
jects as mathematics, logic, and classical languages furnished 
a fo rroal training for the 11 faculties" of the mind which was of 
supreme importance educationally. It was fur·ther· implied,· that 
these subjects developed the memory and the reason and these 
"powers of the mind" were the ones dema.n.ded for success in any 
walk of life. The great English representative of this doctrin~, 
John Locke, formulate cl .the t heory of knowledge called empiricism, 
which has remaine.d the dominant philosophy of the English thought 
world to the pre s ent time. .This the ory was . tnat all i(nowlt:ldge 
comes fr·om the perception of the senses and of the intellect ', 
that is, experience. 
According to Locke, the senses fu:cni sh experi ellce, g.nd 
ideas and judgrrients are for·med t hr·ough the intellect. 1'his can 
be developed through mental discipline, chiefly by reason. From 
the seventeenth century to the present, this conception of educa-
tion has contro·lled the secondary schools of England and Germany 
and in the earlier periods the colleges and secondary schools of 
America. Its influence, in ma ny phases of educational wor.k, is 
apparent at the present time. because of social conditiQns, the 
breaking away from the disciplinary idea came earlier in America. 
\'/hen the old Latin Grammar schools gave way to the acaderr;ies of 
the eighteenth century, the first step was taken. The elective 
system for·ced the abandonment of the disciplinarian basis to a 
certain extent in our colleges and secondary schools; until re-
cently the formal studies, such as ar·ithmetic, grallill.ar, and 
spelling, constituted "the core," and, in qug.ntity, the ~ulK of 
our elementary school curriculum. 
5. 
The latter half of the eighteenth century was dominii:l.ted 
by the naturalistic rr.ovement, headed by .Housseau. His ideals 
.of education grew out of his ow.n life. llh his theory the emo-
tions rather than reason dominate; ~tur~ i~tincts and 
sires are supreme. The fundamental ~eories of Rousseau 
be summed up in the following: 
de-
may 
(1) "Education . is a natural not an artificial process. 
(2) "Education comes through the workings of the natural 
instincts and interests and not through a response to external 
force. 
(3) "Education is an expansion of natural powers, not an 
• 
acquisition of information. 
{4) "Education is life itself." 
Rousseau set aside the old formal idea, . wnic.i.1 asserted 
that the extent to which an activity Ytas dif f icult to perforru 
~ntellectually and was di a tasteful emotionall~y, to tng.t e·xten t 
i), possessed educational value. 'rhe child was no longer viewed 
as an adult, but as a child) with significant desires and pur-
poses. All precepts of Rousseau were applications ~f his one 
general protest against the s ti fling ~ of childhood. Out of 
Rousseau's teaching came the "new education" of the nineteenth 
centu::r·y based upon i nte::r·e st. 
Pestalozzi merely made positive and concrete the negative 
and general educational principles of Rousseau. He was the 
first to force upon the public the position, that the whole 
problem of education was to be considered from the point of 
view of de veloping the mind of the child. The significance of 
6. 
much of his work is that exper·imentation was now substituted 
for ti·a ditional opinions as a basi s f'ol' educational work. With 
Pestalozzi the subject matter of education came to be chosen 
~ ffiore largely from the immediate environment of the child and to 
be us~d largely for the deveiopment of the power of sense per-
, · 
·, 
ception. Principles of method demanded the analysis of subject 
matte1· into component parts and an observance of the inductive 
method in proceeding from the si mple elements to t he ma stery of 
the corr.plex topic or subject. 
Herbart built upon the scheme of Pestalozzi and elabora ted 
a plan of educational principles f a r more fundamental. He showed 
tha.t the product of "sense per·ception 11 could be converted. into 
ide a s through the a pper·cepti ve :p r ocess a nd .knowledge co u.ld oe 
made to bear upon moral character thr·ough the pJ:·ocess o i' inst,~;· u.c­
tion. His work was lo gical a nd philosophica l in Ch C;A.rac t er·. :ne 
gave us the 11 fi ve for·ma l steps" in t he r·e ci ta tion upon which edu-
cators of r ecent years have based t heir teaching practices. He 
st1Illlnarized his own system in t hese words, "Instvuction will form 
the circle of thought and education the character. The last is 
nothing without the first. Herein is contained t he whole sum of 
my p~dagogy." 
In contrast with these fundamental characteris t ics of the 
Herbartian movement, Froe ·bel emphasized the importance of the 
child, his interests, experie nces, a nd a ctivities. He made the 
practical application of these new idea s to only one stage of 
educa tion, the kindergart en, but t he principles t h emselves ar~ 
funda~ental to all sta ges of educa tion. Some of the gr eat changes . 
7. 
~ · 
in educational thought and practice of t he present tin!e ai·e in 
accord with the principles l a id down ·by Froeoel. One is, that, 
if the materials of instr·uction are to produce real development 
of the child, they must be selected fr·om life as it now is, and 
as it aff ects the child and comes within his experience. Another 
is tha t all instruction should terminate in activity as directly 
as possible. These two principles are receiving general accept- 1 
ance a mong leaders in education in the present and underlie the 
great changes that are taking place in the methods of school work. 
In the middle of the nineteenth century, the better· organi-
zation of the natural sciences made them a f a ctor in education. 
Herbert Spencer set forth the practical value of applyin g educa-
tion to life problems. For tttls rea son he emphasize d the sciences 
and subor·dinated li ter·ar·y educa tion. 'l'he scientific tendency was 
a more radical reacti6n against t ne disciplinary view of education 
than was the psychological v-iew of Herbar·t. 
Dr. John Dewey, perhaps t he outstanding educator of th~ 
present century, presents the "doct r ine of interest" and holds 
tr..at all instruction should be related to experience "in such a 
way, that the child fee~s t he nece ssity through t he connection 
with subjects which a ppeal to him on t he..:. r own account." He 
-•• -1i! 
further states, "the school is not a preparation for social life 
except as it reproduces t he typical situations of life. The 
school is not a P!eparation for life; it is life." He emphasizes 
and harmonizes both t he individual i::i.nd social factors. 
The educators of the present are sear~hing for wajs to 
produce the best results, best for both t he indi vidua l <:i.nd f or 
8. 
society. Bagley, Thorndike, McMurry, and others are searching 
out and app l yirig the result s as far as possible. TheJ aie not 
discarding as valueless the n1ethods and technics given b;y edu-
cators of the past but are trying to find a better way, preserv-
ing the best in technics already given us. No theory is more 
practical nor more fundamental than the motivation theory as 
presented in "M:otivation of School Work" by Wilson and Wilson. 
The idea of motivation is not new. Glimpses of the theory can 
be seen throughout the hi story of education and can be traced to 
Rousseau as one of its first exponents. 
Motivated teachin~ is based upon the doct r ines of interest 
and self-activity. It r e cognizes t hat t h e chil'd enga ged in pur-
poseful ac t ivity of a worth -while nature / fur·nishes the ideal 
condition for learning an d fo r instilling righ t h a .bi ts and ri ght 
ideals. Motivation insis t s tb.d. t all scho_ol wor k s nall ·be so 
chosen and organi zed as to give to pupils the . oppol' tuni ty of ex-
pending their· energies upon pro blems <.~.nd situations t h u.t to t .rJ.em 
seem r eal and wo r th while. Motivation is defined as "that g.t,tac.k 
- upon school work , which seeks to make its tas.k s si gni ;f i c a nt and 
purposeful to each child, by relating them to his childish ex-
periences, questions, problems, and desires. 11 Further, " whenever 
the child sees a real use a nd feels a need for doing his work, or 
when it provides a desire he may have or helps him to atti:l.in a 
goal he ha s set foz: h i mself, his work is motivated." "Motivated· 
work is distinctly purposive in character a nd its largest problem 
in technique is to supply adequa te motiv-es for the ef f or·ts of the 
ch ild." 
Believing that the English language exists to ser ve the 
language needs of the pr·esent generation and that it must ·oe 
taught in terms of the individual and must ser·ve :nis needs, I 
have placed the ninth grade English on a motivated basis. I 
am not disregarding the methods used in the past in their en-
tirety, neither am I eliminating the essentials to a good work-
ing knowledge of the English language, but I do contend that the 
methods used in the past have been inadequate tQ produce the re-
sults desired. Too much time has been wasted upon meaningless 
tasks, too much energy spent upon rules arid technical terms never 
used. 
The committee on the re-organization of English in the 
seconda1·y schools, under the leadership of their· chairman, 
Dr. Ja.me s F. Ho sic, rr.ake s the following recorumenda ti ons for 
ninth grade composition (Bulletin #2, 1~17. U.S. ~ureau of ~du­
cation):.:-
(1) "Training in composition is of equal importance with 
the study of literature and should have an equal allowance of 
time. Composition should find a place in every year of the course. 
(2) "Subjects for composition should be drawn chiefly from the 
pupil's life and experience. 
(3) "Oral work should be conducted ia intimate relation with 
written work. 
(4) "Theory and practice ·should go hand in hand. 
( 5) "'l'he principles of grammar and rhetoric should. be taught 
at the time and to the extent that they are aids to exp~ession. 11 
· .. • . 
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The purpose of English composition: 
(l) "The purpose of English composition is to develop the 
power of effective communication of ideas in such situations as 
appear in the life of an ordinary individual. 
( 2) 11 Practice in expression has little value unless it g1·ows 
out of a real life situation and involves a genuine experience. 
(3) 11 Skill in good speech and good writing is a matter of 
habit and therefore is to be accomplished by the repetition of 
such activities as will arouse the interest of the pupil and call 
forth effort. 
(4) "Greater stress shoul-d be laid upon subject matter that is 
· of practical value to the child and which he sees will be useful 
to him." 
.. 
Having in mind the technique of motivation as presented by 
Dr. Wilson, the recomrr.endation of the committee for re-organiza-
tion of English in the secondary schools, and the purpose of 
English as a language, I present eighty-eight consecutive mo~ivated 
lessons as evidence that ninth grade ~nglish can be placed on a 
motivated basis entirely. 
11 .• 
II. MAIN BODY OF WORK, EIGHTY-EIGHT MOTIVATED LESSONS. 
----
An attempt has ·been mi:i.de in this series of lessons to show 
that English for the ninth grade can be placed on a :zuotivated basli.s 
entirely. Believing that effective English must be taught in ter·ms 
of the child and in terms of the interests and motives which domin-
ate his life, only such content has been included as will have a 
definite meaning to the child and which will probably be serviceable 
to him in later life. 
These lessons come from my own actual clas s-room experience 
and as such I present then:, for consideration, realizing their im-
perfections but at the same time feeling they are a step in the 
right direction, looking _ toward the motivation of all English in 
the pigh school course. 
This course is arran ged to give two days to the a tudy of 
literature and three days to the study of composition. 
Aside fr·om the appreciation of' literature, the pupils use the 
classic/ that is chosen , as a basis for some of the 'voor·,L{ in compo-
sition, which bears directly upon t heir present needs, such as 
vocabulary building, sentence structure, punctuation, and pal'agr·g,ph 
writing. 
Oral composition and such for·ms o:r wr·i tten composition as 
will prove valuable to the child are studied in t:b..i s course. Since 
a child speaks far more than he ever writes, emphasis is placed 
upon correct halJits of speech. The child is given opportunity to 
speak, as well as to write, that he may recognize his error·s and be 
able to correct them • 
. . 
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This :plan offers opportunity for planning, for doing and 
g ive s place for the development of leadership. All the work is 
motivated by connecting it directly with life activities a nd com-
munity interests. 
These lessons a re based, l a rgely, upon experience in teach-
ing English to high school pupils during t he past ei ght yeiol.rs. 
Ho·wever, the work has been irr..p r·oved and !Jut in syst err.2• tic form s o 
a s to carry the message to o thers more fully. No regular text is 
required . . Each pupil should have the followin g :--
l. Some standard text-book in Composition and hhetoric to uoe 
as a reference book. 
2. Stevenson's 11 Treasure I slGU1d 11 -- u llLacmillan pocket classic . 
3 . A srrall note boo k for the class assignments. Th e day and 
date of the week should precede each lesson- -e. g. , 
Monday, Sept. 3. Then the assignment should follow. 
4. A loose-lea f note book with uniform size compo s ition paper--8/11 
L·q ~ Q QlT ./.(1 ..1.!.1,._,u ~ U • 
''A questionnaire." Purpose is to get a general knowledge of 
the child 's back - qround for the study of English and to fi nd out 
------
what he likee about Eng lish. 
Ha ve each ~hild fill out the following in class a nd discuss 
together· several points that you find in t beir cinswe rs that will be 
interesting to the class. 
Name: 
l. Do you like to read? 
2. Name the last book y ou have rea d. 
' 3. Name your favor·ite author. 
4. What rr;agazine do you like best? 
5. Do you r e ad the newspaper daily? 
6. Which section of the paper do you read? 
7. ~ihi ch subjec t in school do you like best? 
13. 
8. ~~at would you like to gain from your study of English 
this year·? 
LESSON #2. Selection of good books. 
Have each pupil bring a list of five good books a nd five 
magazines to class. Each child should be a ble to discuss the merits 
of one good book and of one maga .2;ine. · The question of book reports 
for the year's work discussed. Class pla ns to ma k e ''own list" of 
. . 
books. If this list is approved by the superintendent, they may use 
it for the selection of books for reports rather than t h e list pub-
lished by the school. The question, " Wha~ is a good book?" will be 
discussed i n t he follovving ·lessons. Students rw.y r ead on t h is s ub-
ject, consult the city librarian a nd ·othe r persons who r e cogn~ze 
"good books." 
LESSON # 3. Clas s dis~ussion, " ihat i s a good book?" 
The class decided thus far that:--
1. A good book must come from a standard auth or. 
2. A good book gives the r eader the ri ght kind of thoughts. 
3. A good book rr.ust preBent characters worth while. 
A further investigation is to be made. 
Choose five students to wl'i t e to boo k companies for lists of 
g ood books. 
Choose three students to wr ite to libra rians fo r lists of :books 
recorr~ended for the ninth grade. 
One student is chosen to ~p~ak with city libra rian concerning 
books. 
Two students should consult leading business men o£ the town 
on this subject. · 
J\merican Li ter·a ture a n d i:n g lish Literature text ooo.K s consul ted 
to find standard authors and boo k s. 
The other membe r s of t h e class ma y ask t h e teach ers in the 
building for suggestions. This report will lle called for in one week. 
:U.4 •• 
Be able to discus s one article f ound in the m~azine 
which yo u like best. 
Condense the article s o tha~ you ca n pre sent i t to 
the cl~ss in five minutes. 
Mak e a. list of twent Y, words~ chosen from t his ar ticle, 
t hat you think wo uld be of use to you. Pl a.ce the se w~rds 
in a portion of your note-book reserved for voc abul a ry. 
Use the he ading "MY Vocabula ry." Use these words in yo ur 
oral composition. 
LESSON #4. Preparation for or·ganiza tion of Discus sion Le ague. 
Magazine a rticles wex·e reported. The America n, 'rhe Scien-
tific Amer·ican, Youth's Companion were cho sen as the best thr·ee 
by the clc.es. 
Twenty minutes was t aken i n prepara tion for Le sson #5. 
Class will organize a "Discussion Le ague." C ~ass appointed 
a committee on "Good English" whose duty it is to serve for one 
w.eek a nd to rr1clce a complete record of all individual errors and 
keep t h is record on individual e r ror ca rds provided by the scho ol. 
They will make a report of errors e a ch Friday, e. t which time 
the error cards a re given to ea ch pupil for study. The te acher 
checks e.ll n:i sspelled words and the committee may copy them on 
the "er r or ca rd." 
Dri ll to correct a l l errors wi l l follow. 
Using "Robert's Rules of Order" for a guide, the class will 
conduct the meeting in Lesson #5 and elect office rs and a ppoint 
a committee. 
15. 
LESSON #5. Discussion League. 
The pupils a t tempt an orga.ni z c,.ti on and find they do not 
fully understand the method of procedure. 
One week is given to loo~ up meanings for t he followin g 
t erms:-
(1) Chairman protem, (2) nomina tion, (3) a second, 
(4) a motion, (5) How to e.mend a motion, (6) Rising 
to the point of order, (?) Putting the question, 
.- ' 
(8) Motion to reconsider, (9 ) Appealing from ·a 
decision, (10) Uotion to adjourn. If other terms 
are needed in the method of procedure, choose them. 
Have each pupil writ e out the ~order of procedure~ 
i n ca r 1ying on a business me e ting. 
Class decides to buy Robert L. Stevenson's ~Treasure 
Is lQIJ.d." 
Read the prefac e and introduction to Treasure Is l~nd. 
Bring in the f a cts, concerning the life of Robert 
L . Stevenson, that you think neces sary to know before taking 
up the study of his book, "Treasure Island.~ 
~ny did he write this book? 
LESSON # 6. Treasure Island. 
The life of Robert L. Stevenson is discussed, prepa r a -
tory to the study of "Treasure Island." Great interest is 
shov;n in other stories they re a d in the study of his life. 
Read the first chapter in claes. Help the class to 
get the setting of the story. Note the characters they 
choose in the first chapter. Select the sentences that 
really begin the plot of the story. 
LESSON #7. Treasure Island. Chapters 2, 3. 
Be able to describe one character orally. 
Write a short description of the character you like 
best thuo far in the story. be · sure to tell why you like 
this character best. 
LESSON #8. Oral English. 
Report of the investigation on "What is a good book?" 
Letters are read, which have been received from libra-
rians and book companies. 
Book lists and catalogs are given to class to aid in 
selection of list for book reports for the year. 
Oral reports are given by the students, \Vho consul ted 
business men, teachers and others. 
Class decides today that one hundred books shall be 
selected. From reports given, catalogs and book liGts on 
hand~ e ~ch student shall bring in ten books he would like 
to read. Nust give good reasons for placing them on the 
li .st. 
This report is due one week from today. 
LESSON #9. Oral English, "Editori a ls. 1' 
The essentials in oral or written composition. 
1. PUrpose-what you want to say. 
2. Point of view-why you want to say it. 
3. Audience-to he ar or to read. 
With these facts in mind, discuss any editori a l that 
you have read this week. 
1 7 ; 
Express, clearly, the writ er's point of view. 
Do not fail to give your own opinion~ -
'rite the gist of the ed~torial in not more th~ t wo -
or three sentences. 
Sele~t ten words tha t helped the writer to express his 
thoughts clearly and forcibly. 
Choose five words for your own voca bulary li st. 
LESSON #10. Oral Composition. 
Or ganisa tion of 41Diecussion League" perfected. 
Students find they must have a constitution and by-laws 
to regulate this league. 
Whi:l.t ·is a constitution? 
ha t are l:u -la.we? 
The class elected a president, a vice-president and a 
secretary. · The president named g. committee an 11 Good JSnglish11 
t o report all errors for the we ek . 
The constitution _a.nd by-laws to be discussed in lesson 
one week from today. A committee will be appo~nted ~t that 
time to draw up a constitution and by-laws. 
For models, the cl a s s may investigate the State Const1-
., 
tutiori , constit ution and -by-lawe as di scuesed in ••Robert • s 
Rules of Order 11 - the constitution of the Stu nt Council, 
a litera ry society or any .other scho ol organiza tion. 
LEsso·N #ll. Treasure Island. Ch:..t.p tera 4 , fL 
Make a . list of the cha racters mentioned in these chapters. 
~hich character i nterests you the most? 
Write a letter you think Jim would write to his chum, 
telling his experience as outlined in these ch~pters. 
Cho ose ten words that aid the action of the story. 
Choose ten words that help t~ describe the chg.ractei·s. 
Add ten words to your "voca·bulary list" that you feel you 
can use. 
LESSON #12. Treasure Island. Chapters 6, 7. 
Make a map of Treasure Island, according to the descrip-
tion given on pages 39, 40. 
Two members of the class present as oral conversation, 
which takes place between Jim and his mother as given in the 
text. They will introduce the arguments that a boy like Jim 
and a woman like Jim's mother would use. 
LESSON #13. Oral Composition. Classification of Books. 
Choice of books reported and reasons given for selections, 
Some selected biography, poetry, along with books of fiction. · 
Committee of three cho~en to select and classifY. ·books which 
\ve:z:·e reported by students in today' s lesson. 
This classification must include books of fiction, . poetry, 
biography and essays. 
I All other membei:s of the class wi 11 prepare an advertise-
ment of the book they like best. 
It must contain the name of the book and the author and 
one sentence written about the contents of the book. This 
' 
sentence must not have over twenty-five words and must contain 
some suggestion that will make others want to read the Gook. 
This work is due one week from today. 
LESSON #14 .. Written composition. Description. 
Walk r apidly past some important building a nd note some-
thi ng a bout its appea rance that especially attracts you. 
Write a description so clearly tha t anyone may be able 
t o name the building to which you refer. 
Do not tell other ~embers of the class the :building you 
selected for they will try to tell from your description the 
building you chose. 
select ten words thQ.t you used in descri bing t h e 'bui lding. 
Be sure they add to your de s cript ion. 
LESSON #15. Writing a Constitut ion. 
Cons t itution and by-laws discussed as to . purpo se and need. 
Class decided the ·consti tution for "Discussion League" ·· should 
be written by a commi t tee of three. 
Tha t by-laws should be writ t en by a committee of three. 
Both ·committees appointed by the president. 
This constitution a nd by-laws will be presented for adoption 
I 
a t next meeting one week from today. 
Class must study met hod of procedure in adopting a consti-
tution and by-laws. 
Report of "Good English Committee. 11 
Each student receives individual error slip f or both oral 
and written composition. 
Drill on individua l errors. 
LESSON #16·. Treasure Isl.and. Chapter 8. 
Write a description of "The Spy Glass." 
outline this chapter. 
Choose details for your outline that show feeling and 
develop suspense. 
Omit all details that do not help along the story. 
Make a list of words that are particul~rly forceful. 
Add ten words from this chapter to your vocabulary. 
Choose only those ·words that you will use. 
' LESSON #17. Treasure Island. Chapters 9, 10• 
Two students appear, one as Dr. Livesey and the other 
as the old captain. The old captain will make hie complaints 
to Dr. Livesey and Dr. Livesey will reply. 
Others may choose either of the following questions and 
write a paragraph in answer. 
1. How would you feel had you heard the "old sea song" 
Jim heard? · 
2. What would you have do ne had you been in the old 
apple barrel? 
LESSON #18. Classification of Books. 
Report of comndttee on classification of books. 
Class fu~ther decides, 
1. a good book should conyey valuable information. 
2. a good book may be an old book~ which has stood 
the testa of time and which people of later times 
like to read. 
The committee must arrange books that have been selected, 
according to the classification decided upon and present to the 
superintendent for his opinion. Bri ng this report to class for 
the next session one week from today. 
Other members of the class will have four minutes each, to 
present, "The best · book ' I ever read." 
LESSON #19. Sentence Euilding. 
Com-bine the following list of sentences into one complete 
sentence. 
After you have done this, use the same list of sentences ~d 
write a paragraph picturing the young man's dismay when he finds 
himself in this predicament. 
1. A young man wae walking. 
2. The night was dark. 
3. He did not know his way. 
4. He saw a sign post. 
5. He climbed it. 
6. He struck a match. 
7. - The sign read "Fr~sh Paint." 
LESSON #20 Adoption of a Constitution. 
Committees present constitution and by-laws of the 
"Discussion League" far discussion and adoption. 
Some necessary changes are made by the class. 
The officers in charge carry out a formal adoption Q.f· 
a constitution and by-lawe ae outlined in Robert's "Rules 
of Order." 
LESSON #21. Treasure Island. Chapter 11. 
Outline Silver's conversation, omitting all details that 
have no bearing upon the story itself. 
Choose some words from your vocabulary list and use in 
writing a paragraph, summing up the contents of Silver's con-
versation. 
Arrange the facts in the oz-der in which they occurred. 
Write in one sentence wha t Jim he ard while he wa s in 
the apple barrel. 
Arrange this sentence so that a paragraph may be developed 
from it. 
Select five good topic sentences that you find in this 
chapter. 
LESSON #22. Treasure Island. Chapters, 12, 13. 
Develqp a paragraph from the topic sentence you wrote 
yesterday, telling what Jim he ard while he was in the apple 
barrel. PUt yourself in Jim's place and make your pa ragraph 
show it. 
Sense the situation so that others may know just how 
you felt and what you thought. 
Two boys are chosen to draw a map of Treasure Isla nd 
sho wing where the "treasure'' is located. 
Oral argumentation, Shall the voyage be continued? 
Read the chapter·s carefully so that you will be al)le 
to present the arguments given there. Supply othei·s if you 
can. 
Select ten words that helped to lo cate the treasure. Use 
them in your oral or written composition. 
LESSON #23. Report of commit tee on the select ion of the "Book Li at." 
The superintendent approved the one hundred books chosen. He 
adds twenty-five to the list. He suggested that each member of 
the class read six during the year. He also asks tha t the class 
decide the type of books to be read. Each student chooses the 
six books which he thinks he ought to read, those that will be 
helpful, and bring list to class one week from today. 
At that time there will be a general discussion of the 
type of books to be read during the year. 
LESSON #24. Sentence Building . 
Combine ea ch of the following groups into not more than 
two sentences. 
Place the phrases and the clauses nearest the word which 
they modify. 
Classify the sentences according to form, when you have 
them written. 
1. I was brought up on a far m. I :~now how to handle 
horses. I can do all kinds of farm work. I will 
work for sixty dollars per month and my bo a r d . 
2 . Germany wanted to rule the world. She over-ra n 
Belgium. She started for Paris. she realized her 
defeat e arly in 1918 . The allies repulsed her and 
saved the world from ruin. She signed an armistice 
Novem·ber 11, 1918. 
Construct five sentence~ each of which shall contain at 
least two clauses. The chief . thought must be on some current 
event tha t you have r ead within t he last week. 
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LESSO N #25. Public Discussion. 
Discussion Lea gue is in session with of f icers in c harge. 
The secretary reads minutes of_ previous meeting. 
The object in this lesson i s to learn how to meet objections 
skilfully. Two students are assigned to discuss each question, one 
the a f firmative an :1 the other the ne gative. Five minutes will be 
given for each discussion. Ten minute s will · be given for general 
discussion. 
Avoid useless, meaningless words or phrases. 
Use the following statements f or· discussion . 
1. I think E nglish is of mo r e benefit to a person t hC~.n alge l:>ra. 
2. Mr. Smith should not ·be requir·ed to pa,y taxes because h e has 
no children to send to sch ool. 
3. If our quarte O ack had c a l l ed si gna ls uet -;;e r ·, we ~ould have 
won the game. 
4. The public school s should be in session t h roughout the ~ear. 
Report of the committee · on 11 Good English. 11 
Individual error slips given to students. 
Corrections are ma de and drill is given. 
New committee app ointed. 
Formal a djournment of class. 
LESSON IJ26. Treasure Isla nd. Cha pters 14,15. 
Two boys are chosen to carry on the conversation that ta.kes 
place between Silver · and Tom. 
Some membe rs of t he class rela te Ben Gunri's story . 
Select t e n words t :hat helped the action of t he story . 
Add ten words to your "voca bula ry list." Add only such v; ords 
as y ou will use i n y our cla s s disc u ssion s or i n wl··it t en comp o sition. 
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Make these words a part of your vocabulary. 
Select five sentences t ha t will almo ot tell t.t ... e stor·,y· in 
these chapters. 
Classify them c::a.nd tell why you selected these sentences. 
LESSON #27. Treasure Island. Chapters 16;17. 
Make a. list of the "unexpected" things t h at happened in these 
chapters. 
From this list write out in a sentence one thing that you did 
expect to happen for each of the "unexpected" t h ings that you listed. 
Tell the Doctor's stor:y· and tell why you did or clid not like it. 
:Uake a drawing of the stockade large enough to use as a ma p in 
class. Two boys will do this work. Other members of the class will 
place the men in the proper· plG~.ces within the stocieade and indicate 
the point of attack f~om outside. ReG~.d the c hG~.pte rs carefully so 
you will be able to do t r.i s accurately. 
LESSON #28. Selection of books for· book report. 
Discussion of the books which are to be read during the year. 
Students report the nan~s of the books they have selected. The 
lists will be examined and returned with SLlggestions for· c hanges 
if neces sary. 
Keep the follo~ing in mind in the selection of the book you 
wish to read: 
1. Why do you want to read it? 
2. Of what value is the content of the book? 
3. Rank of the author. 
Select a book and read i t. Have an oral report ready for the 
class three weeks fr orr.. today. Note t he chief interests of the book 
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as you read, so that you will be able to relate the stoi'.Y to the 
class. Eliminate the details that do not 1·eall.Y tell the stor_y. 
Leave a slip on my desk Friday with the follo wing infoi·rua tion 
concerning the book you chose: 
1. Name of book--
2. Name of author--
3. Yo~Ar name--
~ake a poster of the book yoQ read. Size 10/14 at least. 
M.ake it attractive. Write something on your poster that will make 
others want to read the book you chose. 
LESSON #29. Descriptions. 
Things will disappear. We leave them sofuewhere. They slip 
out of our hands as we hurry along the streets. Borrowed article~ 
are not always returned. We forget whC:l.t has -become of ti:1em. 
Imagine you have lost something. -write an advertisement for the 
"Lost and Found" column in the newspaper. Have in mind a detaJ.led 
description of the article and present your claims to t.tJ.e "Lost and 
Found" department. A. memoer of the class will oe in C.tl<ilo.r.ge and will 
question you closely. If you describe the article accurately your 
advertisement will be returned by the person in charge. 
Keep in mind the following: 
1. What are the distinguishing qualities of your article from 
others of its kind? 
2. By wlat unmistakable marks can you identify it? 
3. Use few words and make every word count. 
4. Approach the member in charge as you would, were you in a 
real situation. 
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LESSON # 30. Occupations discussed. 
Of' f icers of the Discussion Club in charge. 
use "Robert's Rules of Order" as a guide to yo~r meth od of 
:procedure. 
After the business sess i on, the :president anno~nces t h is 
subject for discussion: "What I would do if I were to leave 
school now. Could I e a rn a living ? 
Ea ch member of the class is given time to e xpress his views 
briefly. 
The cla ss decides no one is going to leave now . The question 
arises, "What shall I do, when I leave Hi gh School?" 
Prepare a detail e d outline o f an occupa tion you would like 
to c h oose. 
Use the following heading s . Add the sub-heading s y ou thi r~ 
will explain your occupation satisfactorily. 
I. The kind of life a 
-------
leads. 
l. 
2 . 
3. 
II. Remuneration. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
III. Advantages. 
l. 
? 
..... 
3. 
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IV. Preparation necessary. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Have this outline one week from today and be prepared to 
present your reasons for choosing this occupation. 
Report of committee on "Good English." 
Error slips cor.1ected and returned to members of the class. 
A new committee ~ppointed "by the president. 
Drill on misspelled words. 
Formal adjournment of the class. 
LESSON #_31. Treasure Island. Chapters 18, 19, 
Write a description of the situation at t h e close of the 
first da~~ f ight. 
Select the lines that indici;;l.te that the CC:.~.ptain is a bl'ave 
man; that he is patriotic. 
Do you find any surprises in these chC:.~.pters? 
Yihich story do you like the better, the doct or's or Jim's? 
Give reasons. Add ten words to your vocabulary l~st. Use some of 
t hem in your desc r iption. 
LESSON #32. Treasure Island. Chapters 20, 21. 
On the map of the stockade place the men on guard as the 
Captain had placed them in the story. 
town? 
Make a list of Silver's demands. 
Make a list of the Captain~ demands. 
Which of these two men would you rather' have live in your 
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Write a r e port of t h e a ttack ~sit would pro bably appear 
in the daily p~per. 
LESSON # 33. Making " Book List f or i:loo .K i.leports." 
Book li s ts a r e returned with c:hange s r e com1ne n de d where 
necessary. Class decides, that one ty~e of books, as f iction, 
must not be the only k ind read. Books from classic a uth ors should 
be r ead, some poetry or essay a s well a s modern fiction. 
Class h~ s f urther decided to read sh ort ' stories from stan da rd 
aut h ors and from magazine writers . They will r ea d only book s and 
s tories in which t h ey find an interest or a need for reading. 
Write three sentences of advice to Freshmen to be printed in 
the school pap e r. 
List the words you c hose, particularly, to give t h is ::a.dvice. 
Complete the follo wing and g ive your reasons in one sentence. 
1. I was late yesterday bec a use--
2. We bad t h e ba ll on t he ten ~; ar d line wi til t wo mi n utes to 
play when--
3. My most interesting clas s is t h e one in--
Make use o f · y our vocd.buL~r;y l i s t. Pla ce no wo r d t h ert: that 
you do not feel you can use . 
LESSON # 34. Descri p tions. A Public Sale. 
We will hol d a pub lic s a le. 
1. Auc tioneei· . Chosen to sell the goods. 
2. Clerk of sa le . Recei ve s a descri p tion of the a rticles 
and receives the money. The a uctione e r a n d the clerk will make 
a - large sale bill, listing ar t icles for s a le and p ost it in the 
cla s s room. 
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Each member of the class selects f r·om the sale ·bill the 
article he wishes to sell and writes ci. de~.cription of it. The 
description must be accu.rat.e and written in sucn a mC~.nner a.s to 
cause t h e crowd to want to ·buy it. Each student maj bid on the 
article that is described. Present a clear attrc.ctive wor·d 
picture of the article. 
Adjectives will. be the money used. 
Each member of the class should arrange descriptive ad-
jectives on slips of paper to serve as money. If the adjectives 
describe the article they will count as money · towards buying the 
article. The person having the largest number of adjectives, that 
describe the article, buys it. 
Have plenty of "adjective money" with you, for you can 
neither "coin" nor borrow in class. 
L:ffiSSON #35. Meeting of "Discussion League." 
occupations are discussed with use of outlines. 
Further investigations to be n~ade b.Y writing for Ci:l.talogs 
from colleges explaining the courses of stud,Y. Two me.u:d;crs of the 
clas s are chosen to write for the ca.ta..logs. ],our i;i.J;'e chose.:.l to 
write letters to trade and vocation/;.1.1 schools for· information. 
Other members of the class are to consult men and women who 
have chosen the occupations they wish to follow and to find out as 
much as possible through reading books, magazines, and newspapers. 
Informal argument one week from today. 
Persuade some friend (a classmate) to choose the occupation 
you have chosen. Show him good reasons why your occupation is 
better than the one he has chosen. l:mtroduce only such argument 
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as has bearing on the subject. Avoid repetition of useless words 
and phrases. Make the fr·iend decide in your favor if possible. 
1. Speaker; presents occupation sho~ing its advantages and 
meets all objections made ·by the friend. 
2. The Friend; questions the speaker, comp<n·es occupation, 
makes ob jection and presents argument favorable to his occupatio.a. 
Final choice of occupa tions are to be made wb.en all data is 
collected and each pupil has thought the matter through carefully. 
Report of "English Committee. " 
Individual "Error Cards" distributed. Corrections made. 
Short drill in spelling. 
Meeting adjourned. 
LESSON #36. Treasur e Island. Chapter 22. 
· d . I t d f Preparat1ons an ass1gnmen s are rna e or· program on 
Friday, celebrating Col. Roosevelt's birthday. 
Write in complete sentences the decisions Jim makes in 
this chapter. 
Imagine yourself in Jim's place and write a letter to your 
mother, a friend, or someone y ou think would help y ou out of t:O.is 
predicament. Picture the si ·t uation so clearly and make .YOUI' ap-
peal so effectively, that aid will be sent. 
LESSON #3?. Treasure Island. Chapters 23, 24. 
Some boy will be chosen as Jim. He willwll the story to a 
group of friends as Jim tells it and as it progresses in these 
two chapters. 
The friends (the other mem·bers of the class) . may question 
him at any point in the story to find out the reasons for h is 
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a ctions. The boy (Jim) must be ready to make a reply to all 
questions. 
Each member of the class makes a list of events of this 
chapter in the order that they occurred. 
Formulate some questions t l~t y ou would li~e t o as~ Jim. 
LESSON #38. Accurate Directions • . 
Get a railroad time ta :ble and plan a tr·ip to some section 
of the country. Choose a trip you would really li..tCe to rh~e. 
Explain to the class the railroads you must go over, the c hanges 
you will have to make, the time it v.ill take you to go, and the 
approximate cost of y our ticket. 
Describe fully one point of interest you expect to see on 
the way or at y our destination. Be accurate and clear in your 
statements. 
Make others want to take this trip with you. 
LESSON #39. Occupations. 
Data is r eported in reg~ d to occupations. 
Letters read. Catalogs ready for reference. 
oral reports are given of the interviews with men i;i.nd 'Noruen 
in o.ccupations in which members of the class d.re i nte rested.. 
Oral f.H'gu!!!en t6 . g iv en. 
Final ch oice of occupu.tions will be handed in tomorr-ow c.a.t 
class time. 
Use a small slip of paper and write your name first and the 
occupation beneath it. 
Further preparation for the Roosevelt program. 
Consultation concerning compositions, quotations, and poems. 
All preparation except composition v. ork done outsi de regular school 
session. 
.. 
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· LESSON #40. Roosevelt Program. 
President of Discussion League in charge. 
Programs mimeographed in superintendent's office for each 
member of class. 
1. "Q,uotations" from Roosevelt -- by each member of class. 
2. "Storie~' from the life of Roosevelt -- three students. 
3. Compositions. 
a. Roosevelt, the Citizen. 
b. Roosevelt, the Soldier. 
c. Roosevelt, the Statesman. 
4. Book Review-- "His Soul Goes Marching On." .cmdrews. 
5. Reading -- "America For Me" -- Henry Van Dyke. 
6. Music. 
Class adjourned. 
If presented to the school in assembly hall very appropriate 
music numbers are added. 
LESSON #41. Treasure Island. Chapters 25, 26. 
Write a de scription of what you consider 11 the most exciting 
moment" in this chapter. Use words in your description that will 
make others feel that this is "the most exciting moment" in the 
s t.ory. 
Answer these questions in one complete sentence giving details 
necessary. 
1. Why did Jim take down the pirates• flag? 
2. Wny is Mr. Hands so anxious to help Jim? 
3. Vrnat is the "surprising thing" to you in this chapter? 
Committee chosen to list and catalog books for oral book 
!eports • 
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LESSON #42. Treasure Island. Chapters 2?, 28. 
Imagine you are Jim on this journey in the night~ Wnat did 
he think about? If he dreamed, what did h e dream? 
Write in one or two paragraphs an a nswer to e ither of the 
two questions above, 
~nat good traits of character can you find in Silver in 
these chapters? 
Someone will be asked t.o relc.ite Silver's s tory assuming 
the character of Silver. 
A group of "pirates" will make . their pL .. ms a.gainst. Silv~r· . 
Silver will try to defend h imself. Jim mC;~.y speC;~..t( for Silver. 
Read these chapters so carefully that if called upon you can 
take the part of the character named above, 
LESSON #43. Oral Book Reports. 
Committee on cataloging books report. 
Have a card like the one below, for each member of the 
class: 
Book #4. 
11 Silas M.arner" 
Author--George Eliot. 
St-udent--Paul Parker. 
A ~ librarian chosen to take cr~ rge of the cards. Student 
calls at the desk for a book he wishes reviewed. 
The librarian gives the card to the stude nt who in turn 
reads the name -. o.f the book , the a uthor , and the reviewer. The 
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reviewer assumes the role of the author. He gives a brief 
biographical sketch and tells why and when he wrote the book. 
He then relat e s such details as are necessary in reviewing the 
story in the ·book. 
The class - may ask · the reviewer any question in regard to 
the story that they de~ire. 
Then the · r e viewer displays the poster he ha s made for his 
book a nd gives his personal estimation of it and .' tells why he 
chose to read it. These - posters are kept on display in the room 
during t h e book report pe riods. 
Each student is given from seven to ten minutes for a 
. r e port. 
A brief outline may be given to g uide the student ln giving 
his report if desired. 
I used the follo~ing: 
I. The Author. 
1. Time in which he lived. 
Personal references to the author tr~t may 
be of. i n t ere s t • 
2.Events in author's life that influe nced the 
book, if any . 
II. The Book. 
l.The setting or back~ground for the story. 
2. The story. 
a. Do not Cil.ttempt to tell the s"t.ory with 
all its ~eta.ils; relate only those 
ev e nts t.bQ. t summ<il.r'i ze tne s:tory. 
·b. Choose the characters t~ t you liked 
best and tell why. 
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3 ,Conclusion. 
Did the story close as you would have it? 
4. Display poster of book and give raasons for 
reading it_. 
Be able to answer any question that any mem·ber of your class 
may ask you in regard to this book. 
LESSON #44 . Book reports continued. 
The length of time and number of lesGons given to oral 
book reports rr.ust 'be determined by the size of the class and by 
the teacher. (I have never given over· three full class per·iods--
45 min.- - to the work, in a clas s of fifteen to twenty-two students.) 
LESSON #45. Book r·eports continued. 
Students, who have given r·eports , be prepared. to do one of 
the followin g : 
l. Tell the origin of Hallowe'en. 
':.) 
..... Relate a Hallowe'en sto r·y tnat you have read. 
3. Relate a Hallowe'en prank you have heard about. 
4. What plans would you make if your mother said you could 
have a "Hallowe'en Party"? 
5. Report a "good stunt" for the J?resJ::unan Class. 
These sug gestions were reported andjused in an "All School 
Party" in the high sc iwol gymnasium. The stories were also told 
later in the evening. This gave the students who had given book 
repdrts something to p lan. 
Re por't of Good English commi tt'ee. 
New commi'ttee appointed. 
Drill on errors. 
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LESSON #46 1 T~easure Island. Chapters 29. 
Jim is looking through the loop hole. 
Write a paragraph, telling what he sees, and picture his sur-
prise and his tear as he watches. 
The "pirate~ (a class · group) have a number of grievances 
against Silver. 
Be prepared to ··preaent them in the moat convincing manner. 
· some classmate will be chosen as Silver to answer the charges 
brought against him. The "pirates" will then clecicl.e . whether te 
keep him as. the.ir captain. ~ome one will be chosen a.s Jim to make 
the proper responses. 
Add a list of ten words to your vocabulary. Use these worcls 
in your work for today. 
Bach student hands in the name of the. author and the book 
which he intends to read for the next book reperta. Any one having 
difficulty in deciding may confer with the teacher. .Hook reports 
due in six weeks • 
. 
Preparations are being made for an "Armistice Day" Program to 
be given in lesson #50,. 
LESSON ft7& . Treasure Island. chapter 30. · 
A conversation between the Doctor and Silver will take place. 
Be prepared t• carry on this . conversation if called upon. 
The Doctor and Jim have a conversation. ~arry on this con-
versation as you would have, had yctu been in Jim•s place. 
Draw a map of Treasure Islan~. 
Show why Silver is so agitated over the map. 
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Decide the following questions: 
1. Did the Doctor de right when he urged Ji.m to escape? 
2. 'Weu..lcl the ave.rage boy have kept his word under the circum-
stances? 
3. \Vhy is the D•ct•r ae kind as tQ dress the wounds of the 
y 
pirates? 
LBSSON #48, Giving accurate directions, 
You meet a stranger and he asks yeu te direct him to some 
impertant place in your town probably eight or ten blocks away. 
select a building so located, that the stranger will have to turn.-
& t . least, twice before he reaches his destination, .Be able to 
draw a diagram on the board such as you could put on the b::a.ck of 
an envelope to assist .the stranger .• in locating the bu.il~ing. The 
class will judge, whether the stran~r will A&ve difficulty in 
knowing when to turn and whether · he can rea~ the place by your 
directions, 
Class divided into pairs, 
l. stranger, asks to be directed. 
2. Passerby, gives accurate directions. 
LESSON 1/49, Description. 
word pi cturee . are vivid bits of description. · 
The object or scene to be described should be imagined and 
its striking features noted. 
Choose one of the incidents below and write a vivid descrip-
tion. llake it so clear that the class· will see it as you see it. 
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Select wor·ds tha t describe vividly. Use the dictiona ry if you 
c a nn o t think of the word you wish to use. 
1. You are out in a blinding snowstorm. You see a little 
newsboy on the corner trying to shelter himself from the s torm. 
Picture him. 
2. There is a beautiful ro a d, winding its way a long Grand 
Rive r. You have seen it many times. Pictul"e it as i t wi n ds its 
way through the woods. 
Report of Go od English Com~ittee, 
Er r or cards g iven to ~embe rs of cla ss. 
Correct i on and drill. 
This drill give n one day earlier on account of 11 Arrnistice 
Day" program. (New commit tee apoin ted. ) 
LESSON # 50. Arrr,i sti ce Day Program. 
Disc ussion club officers in charge. 
Music -- The Star Spangled Banner. 
Speech -- Why we celebrat e Armistice Da y. 
Ex trac ts from Ca pt. Norman Hal l 's "Kitchener 1 s Mob". 
Letters from boys who were in France,-read by two members 
of the class. 
Solo -- "The Americans Come ;" 
Reading-- "Jean DePrez" by Robert W. Service. 
A boy dressed as J~.merican soldier recites Col. lV:. cCra e 1 s 
"In Flanders Field." 
A girl dressed as America recites h. W. Lilli:i.rd 1 s 
" America.'s hesponse.n 
Both appear on the platte~ at the same time and po @e as the 
picture given in connection with these poems, then recite. They 
remain on the platform and school sings America, 
The number starred are the .ones the ninth grade contributed 
to the school program in the assembly hall. 
~SSQN i51. Better Speech week. 
Posters. 
Bach member of the class will make a poster suitable for dis-
play in any . room in the building. · The best one will be placed in 
the assembly ball . on ¥riday at which . time the entire . scho ol will 
participate in a program to emphasize the need for •·.set ter .Engli~h. • 
These posters mus.t be att.ractive and ~ve weJ.:l chosen sentences 
that will express the idea clearly. 
The following are suggested as titles; 
1. •speak the Language of Your:Flag." 
2. "Better Speech ¥eans Better Americans.• 
3. •Better speech • Better Jobs.• 
4. "Your Speech is your Trade ~k.• . 
5. •say it in Good English.• 
The students will think of others they would perhaps like bet-
ter. 
LESSON#52, Pledges and Resolutions. 
Each member . of the class may take his choice of either a pledge 
or a. resolution and wr~ t ·e what he considers a worthy pledge to 
• Good Spee ·}t. or •Good :Kngli sh. • Let other forms of · pledies ancl 
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resolutions be studied so that the class will understand what is 
meant by the terms and will have a general idea of the contents 
before attempting to write. 
The better ones should be printed in the local papers and the 
best one . selected by the claaa as a "class pledge or resolution.• 
LESSOlfSI53, . 54, 55, 
Class Activities - Each clasa is asked to participate in a 
•Better Speech• program for ·¥riday. 
Have the pupils work out one of the fol~owing suggestions or 
one of their own if they have .a plan ready., liive suggestions when 
necessary. 
suggestion #1. 
The Court Room of· :!•tter Speech." 
Judge - •Good Bnglish.• 
Defendant - •Bad English.• 
Witnesses for "Good English": 
1. The Business »an. 
2. The School. 
3. The Immigrant. 
4. The Professions. J(ay use as many as desired according to 
numbers in the clasa. 
Witnesses for •:sad Rnglish": 
1 . Error. 
2. Ignorance., 
3. carelessness. 
4. Slan g. 
42. 
Others ma.y be added i:f' necessary. 
Jury chosen :from .class to decide the case. The class will 
work out court room proceedings and add any other officers neceasal"J' 
Suggestion /12 •. 
"King Good English" and ·~ueen· Kother Tongue• pold the key to 
the ~Door o:f' success• which is the entrance to the "Kingdom o:f' 
Real Living ... 
"AnY student• travels to the kingdom asks for admittance. On 
the way he sees sign posts over the road "Really Is• and the road 
"Seems to :Be.• At this point he meets three witches "Error,• 
•carelessness" and "Slang," who each in turn, try to persuade .him 
to take the easy road. "Seems to :Be." All the little "imps" of 
"Error," "Have Saw" 11 Thi a Here" etc. try to lure him on the path 
way which is easiest. "AnY Student" is then overtaken by "Slana" 
and his train -(as many slang terms as desired may be used here) 
Just as he is about to follow "Slang," "Knowledge" and "Truth• 
appear and show him the proper way to reach the "Kingdom." He 
chooses the road •Really Is, 11 which leads him to the "Door o:f' success" 
where "King Good English" instructs him in the ways of "Better SpeecA" 
"Queen Kother Tongue• gives him the key and tells him how to use it 
to open the ~Door of Success• which admits him into the "Kingdom of 
Real Living. • · 
These suggestions are only general and · may be modified to suit 
the class and the occasion • 
. lfESSON #56. Treasure I eland. ~haptera 31, 32. 
Write a paragraph describing the pirates when they found the 
skeleton. 
Silver bas a definite plan now. Some member ot the class 
present ·this plan. 
Class will decide whether it would be the right plan to follow. 
Write answers for thetollowing questions: 
Kake the sentences - answer clearly the questions asked. 
1. How did the pirates teel when they beard the old song, ".lf'if· 1 
teen men on a dead man• s chest etc,?" 
2. How did Silver and his men act when they beard the voice 
cry •narby . KcGraw?• 
USSO.N #57. Treasure Island .• l;hapters 33, · 34. 
1. Imagine you are in a wood a.nd accidentally found Ben uunn•s 
cave. Describe it in detail orally. 
2. Who found the . treasure? 
3. Kake a list of the characters in this book dividing them into 
two groupe: 
(a) the ones you think would be "desirable citizens.• 
(b) the ones; who would be •undeairable citizens.~ 
After the name of each character write briefly the reason he 
is a •desirable• or an •undesirable" citizen. 
4. Write a paragraph using the title, "KY personal opinion of 
Treasure Island.• 
LESSON #58 • . ll&kina Public Announcements. 
You are called upon to make a public announcement. ~ clear 
and definite in all your statements. An announcement .usually ans• 
wers these questions:-wnat? By whom? Where? When? The nature of 
the announcement deter.mines the details. 
.. 
Kake a public announcement for~ of the following unless you 
have something better which you wish to announce, 
1. A lecture. 6. A post-poned meeting. 
2, A f · ot ball game, 7. A candy sale. 
3, A banquet. a. A deba.te. 
4. A Red cross Drive. ~. A claaa meetina. 
5 .• A noted Speaker arrives in town. 10. A holiday. 
Leave no doubt in the. mind of your a.udieRce. &ake the annoan~ .. 
ment in such a way that your classmates .will wish . to. attend. 
LBSSON #5g, Description, 
Write a description of your first day in hig~ school. ~eep 
the events in the order in which . they occurred. Picture yourself aa 
. I 
you actually were on that day so that we may know just how you felt 
and what you did, 
Bring a list of three good magazines to class and name an art-
icle or story that you foan.d in each t hat. you consider worth reading. · 
Be able to give the gist of the story or article to the class in 
two minutes, 
LBSSON #60 1 Discussion League in session. 
The purpose is to discuss the live questions of the day as 
shown by the newspaper and magazines of the wee.k. 
Choose any topic of interest to you and. make a cartoon illus-
trating . the point of view you have on the subject., A cartoon rep-
resents the current opinion of the day,. It is ano.ther metlhocl used 
by the newspapers and magazines to make the public think on current 
1 ssues, 
:Be prepared to make a thre.e · mi.,nute speech on the topic yo11 
have chosen. 
Choose words that are s11ita.ble for. the s.ubJect .you have in hand. 
Add five newwords to yo11r vocabulary list and. use them in the speech 
you make today. 
Report of the committee on Good Rnglish. 
Error Carda given out. t.;orrectiona made. 
Drill on . err.ors. 
New comndttee . on Good English appointed by the president of the 
league. 
~eeting adjourned • 
.L.ESSQN #61 •. Shakespeare's "Merchant of venice.• 
Discussion of early play and theaters preparatory to a st11dy of 
Shakespeare •Kerchant of venice.• 
use English literat11re and history as a basis for the study of 
-early theater ' and. of the origin of the drama.. 
Boys, construct a miniature theater a.ccorchns to the plan of 
the Old •Globe• Theater in London. 
Girls, will arrange interior and seat the crowds· according to 
the eariy plan, 
The Class wil.l tell of the growth of the drama ., the actors, the 
scenery and general plan ofpresentation • 
. LESSON _i62, Study of L~fe of Shakespeare. 
1·. one boy may represent Shakespeare •as a boy" tell of his early 
life, schooling and so on. The claes may ask the •boy Shakespeare" 
any questions in regard to the life in those days. 
2. one boy c.ho oeee to represent . Sha.kea.peare • a.s a man, .. · tel.l of 
his early playa. why he wrote so many a.nd . why he could portr~ so 
many types of characters. 
3. Sha.kesp.eare.•s contemporaries appear and discuss drama with 
him in imaginary conversations. 
The following characters will appear: 
{a) Ben Jonson •. 
(b) Christopher ~arlowe. 
( c) Nicholas Udall .• 
(d) Francis Beaumont. 
(e) John .!fletcher. 
LESSON 1/63. 
T~nksgiving Program. 
1 •. the origin of Thanksgiving. 
~ 
2. Beading - The .president•·& Than.ksgivins Proclamation. 
3. A Thanksgiving Story. 
4. Reading - Longfellow• a, •Landing of the Pilgrims." 
5. Dramatization: 
(a) scenes fr9m Longfellow• s •court ship of .1/iile s t>tandi sh. • 
(b) Prominent Pilgrim fathers appear and relate the hardships 
of the first years in America. 
6. song - AJne rica • . 
LESSON #64. The Merchant of venice. Act l scene 1. lines 1•57. 
Read lines l-57 until you are sure you can read them well · before 
the class should you be called upon to represent one of the character• 
write answers to the following questions: 
1, Where does the play · open? Who is on the stage? 
2. What is Antoni o thinking about in his first speech? 
3. liow doea salarino explain Antonio's state of mind? 
4. What does this conversation tell you about the character of 
these two men? 
select five words for your vocabulary list, 
·use these words in answering the above questions. 
LESSON #65, The lierchant of venice. Act 1 acenes 1-2. 
' A committee of three · boys chosen to select characters for scene 
one which will be presented before the class on sriday. 
study character (l), by what the character says l2) • by what 
others say about the charac.ter (3), by hispersonal appearance if 
a description is given. 
A commit tee of three· girls are chosen to select characters for 
scene two. 
These scenes will be discussed in class and pre sen ted on .11·ri.day. 
Have some scheme in mind for staging your scene also some idea 
of costumes worn by Shakesperean players. 
LESSON #66, . Introducing a speaker, · 
To introduce a speaker, tell enough about him to arouse inte-rest 
of the audience in the speaker and in what he has to say, 
Give the speaker• s name and the subject of his address if pos-
sible, It is better to announce the speaker's name at. the close of 
the introduction. This type of speech is brief, must be clear and 
to .the point, 
48. 
The response to an introductory speech is also brief a nd 
in some measure, must connect or bridge over the introduction 
wh ich hu.s been given with the address which follows. 
Thin.."k of an introductory speech you have hea.rd CJ.nd the 
-response made by the speaker. Read types of such speeches from 
reference books in the library. 
The cilass i s divided into pairs, one to give t he introduction, 
a nd. the other· t o give the proper· response. 'l'fl.e sp ee~..ke:r· zrJi::l.y choose 
to be any noted person he desires. 
He must confer with the person who introduces h i m t ha t the 
proper k ind of speech ~ay be prepared. 
LES SON #67. Story Telling . 
Uake a li st of five good short stories you have r ea d and that 
y ou think desirable for others to r ead. The se stories may come 
from magazines or books of short stories by standard a uthors. 
Advertise one shor·t sto ry so that others tray desire to read 
it. This suggestion may help y ou: 
... ave you rea . . 
"Three Sundays in a Week" 
-by-
Edgar Allan Poe 
A man was promised a big .. 
f a vor when there were three 
Sundays in a week . • . 
J.. vrell, read what ha-ppened. 
Be able to r e late the story you advertise. 
LESSON #68. Merchan t of Venice. 
A~t I, Scenes 1,2. Present ed and discussed. 
Class decides to organize a •Little Theater ~lub• to take the 
place of the •Discussion League• so that they IIJ&Y dramatize certain 
scenes in •The Merchant of venice" and also use part of tlie time 
for s t ory telling and special programs. 
staging and costumes· to be discussed later. 
Nominations for president, vice-president and secretaz·y to be 
filed with the secretary of the •Discussion League.• Each nomina-
tion must be written out and carry ten signatures with it, before 
1 t will be considered. Election to take place one week from today. 
select the book that you wish to make a report on for your 
book report this semester. 
)lake ·aut a slip with your name and the name of, the book you 
are reading and leave on the teachets desk today. 
~ Oral book rep~rts are due on wednesda~,Thursda~ and ¥riday 
of the last week of the semester. 
' Have an adverti sament ready for the book, that you review, as 
you did in the other book report you gave in lessons, {143, {144, 14~. 
LESSO.N ft69. 11Jlerchant of venice. 11 Act 1. ~cene. 3. 
Write a description of Shylock. Read this scene carefully 
and from it gather the details you will need to describe ~hylock. 
&&ke a list of characters in order of their importance in the 
play. After each name write one word which shows the dominant 
trait of character in each person. 
Explain the reference Shylock makes to 11 Jaco b and .Laban. 11 
50. 
characters will be chosen to read this scene before the class. 
J..ESSON #70& .Merchant of venice. Act II ~cene l. 
Beview the story in Act I. 
)lemori ze one passage ill Act I that you like especially well. 
What ax·e your impressions of the Prince of M.orocco? 
Do you think Portia wishes the prince to choose the right 
casket? 
Boys, assume the c:hara.'cter of the prince of .At.orocco and write 
a letter to a friend telling of your visit to ~elmont. 
Girls.assume the role of Portia. and write a letter to your 
friend telling of the visit of the Prince. 
Choose five words for your vocabulary list and use them in 
these let tera. 
LESSON #71. Presentation and Acceptance of a Gift. 
Divide claes in pairs. 
1. llake a presentation speech, presenting some gift to ;;. class 1 
the school, an organization or an individual who has won honor or 
distinction. This speech must include the purpose of presentin& 
the gift and why the receiver desez~es this honor. 
consult reference books in library for this type of speech. 
2. Jlake an acceptance speech in behalf of the class., t.he school, 
the organization or for yourself and expz·ess your gra.t .i tude for 
such honor. confer with your partner in regard to the type of gift 
and to whom presented that you may reply properly. 
Not ~re than three minutes need be necessary for such a speech. 
51. 
LESSO~ #72. Story Tellin;. 
Short story lists reported. A committee is chosen to list the 
stories. Class decided to select one hundred short stories for 
reading. ~ew ones are to be read and added to the list. which must 
be approved by superintendent and teacher in charge. 
•Have you read?", advertisements prepared. · 
Class decides to read one short story each week and to relate 
them to the class of ~riday at the "Little Theater ~lub• when there 
is time. 
The following types of short story are to be · discussed: ll} 
the narrative (2} the mystery (3} the ~escriptive. 
Bring a new list of stories to be added to list the committee 
is compiling. 
clasB watch for the following points as story is told. 
1~ Did speaker pronounce first and last letters of each word? 
2. Was his voi.oe loud enough to be heard distinctly all 
room? 
3. Did he speak so rapidly that he could not be clearly 
4. was his speech so slow as to ·c. tedious? 
5. Did his a tory interest you? 
LESSON #73 • . The "Little Theater• club orsanized. 
•Discussion l.eague• · officers in charge of meeting. 
over the 
understood? 
All business of the league is officially cleared and secretary's 
report is made and approved. 
Kotion to dissolve the league is made and ' carried. 
students are chosen to explain the purpose and the object of the 
"Little Theater Club.• B,...J-, '- .. lJ, l . -:.~ .-, y 
·oL.Li:.: t. OF LI Dfii ._;_!'iT. 
1!1'\A Y . 
52. 
Nominations are received~ 
Officers are elected and the organization completed. 
A committee is chosen to write the constitution and by-laws. 
The class decides they need a room for this work other than 
the class room. 
A commit tee 1 s chosen to talk the mat tez· o vel' with the 
superintendent before the next meetini• 
Report of ~Qod English ~ommittee. 
Error cards di at I'i buted. l:orrections made and a short drill 
on misspelled words. 
LESSO~ #74. Merchant of venice. Act II, ~cane 2. 
A committee selects characters to read this scene. 
Write a description of old Gobbo • 
.H.ow do you feel toward Launcelot when be deceive a his father? 
Do you think Launcelot has been so mistreated as he would 
lead us -to believe? 
Why ·does Launcelot wish to serve bassanio? 
l:lass is to select parts fz·om this play th~ t will be beat 
for dramatization. 
~ring to class pictures of Italian life to iet some idea of 
costumes worn by I ta.lians, also pictures of cha.kespeax·ean 
characters if possible. 
LESSON 1112.:. .Merchant of venice. 
Each member of the class selects the character he likes 
best. Write a description ot this character. 
Discussion ot the play up to Act II, ocene 3. 
Pictures brought in and discussed. ~lass decides it would 
be profitable to have a few costumes . .1rrom pictures they have, 
53. 
they decide costumes could be made for the principal characters. 
Will plan costumes when they select the scenes to be drGi.ID.atized. 
:DLemory passages were selected and the class discussed :why 
the passages ~ere worth remembering. 
class divided into three groups to prepare for ~hristmas 
lesson .b'rida.y. 
Group l. Christmas Stories. 
Group 2. Christmas Messages. 
Group 3. ~hristmas Rhymes, suitable for cards or to 
be placed on Christmas gifts. 
Each member of the group is responsible for his ·assignment 
but he may write either a message or a rhyme or tell a story in 
addition to the assignment gi~en him. 
bESSO~ #76. ~aking personal application for a position. 
1. Manager of a depai·tment store, a boy. 
2. Private secretary, a girl. 
3. Office assistant, a boy. 
The three named above, place ten advertisements on the 
board asking for help in various departments of the store. ~rom 
these, each member of the class will choose the position he de-
sires and prepare to make a personal application. Each applicant 
should carry with him either a letter of introduction or recom-
mendation from for.mer employers and be prepared to answer any 
question which the manager may ask. 
The office assistant receives all applicants and directs 
them to the manager's office. 
The private secretary keeps a record of all applications, 
names of those employed, salaries and so on. ~ust be ready to 
54. 
answer any question the manager may ask. 
The manager questions the applicant and decides whether he 
is the person he wants for the plac& or not. 
LESSON #??. conversation. 
Write out a conversation for one of the follow·ing situations 
beginning with the time you called the operator. 
1. Telephone the principal that you will be absent from 
school today and give your reasons. 
2. Telephone the mother of your chum that he has been 
hurt in an automobile accident. 
3. Telephone a friend and accept . an informal invitation 
to dinner. 
4. Telephone the local railway ticket office and ma.ke 
arrangements for a trip to venver, uolorado. 
5. Telephone your grocer for an order of groceries for 
the week. 
Do not include any unnecessary details in the conversation 
but make it fit the situation. be clear and definite in all you 
say. Remember business people demand accurate statements. 
WJSSON #?8. Chri stD'..as Lesson. 
"Little Theater Club" in charge. 
Students Story Telling Group planned and dramatized parts 
of Kate Douglas Wiggins, "Eirds Christmas carol." The super-
intendent gave then1 a room for this week and the play •·as a 
surprise to the other members of the class. 
The best Christmas :messages were selected by the class and 
printed in the local newspapers lihristma.a week. 
55. 
The t.:hri stmas rhymes . were copied and filed at the desk so 
that any member of the class might use them on a card or gift. 
A few of the examples of Christmas rhymes are given below: 
From "Ladies ~ome Journal." 
(a) "With a surprise" 
Tell me what this package holds 
Speak in half a minute 
If you want the little gift 
You shall find within it. 
If you cannot guess it now 
You may have it anyhow. 
(b) "With a Useful u-ift" 
lt's "not to be opened till Christmas," 
~ut after the gift has been found, 
Don't put it away as a .keep-sake, 
but use it the whole year round. 
LESSON #79. Merchant of wenice. Act 11 ocenes 3, 4, 5. 
What interests you most in these three scenes? Be prepared 
to give good reasons for your interests. 
Girls, write a characterization of Jessica. Would you like 
Jessica for a chum? 
boys, write a characterization of lZratiano. ~o you thinK he 
would enter into all youz· school activities heartily? Give pl'·oofs. 
Each scene will be enacted· in class room. A cormnittee will 
choose characters to read the parts. 
Committee report about room for "Little '!'heater ~lub" tomorrow. 
56. 
LESSON iBO. ~erchant of venice. 
Report of Comm.i ttee on room for •Li ttle '!'heater lilub•. ~uper­
intendent decides they ·may have a room for six weeks period. lf 
good. work i a done and there i a no other use for: the room they may 
have it longer. Class decide s that a stage is necessary. they set 
about studying the ~bakeapearean stage to find what equipment is 
necessary. The boys decide to arrange the stage. 'l'he giz·ls will 
make costumes for the major characters. They will be made so that 
with alight changes other characters may use them. 
The boys must have plana ready with approxiuate coat of mate-
rials to be discussed in the class at the next meeting. ~ikewise 
the girls must have an estimate of the material they will need • 
.Hoth bills must be approved by the superintendent. Then the class 
must find some way to defray expenses. 
Short story list completed. ~omndttee refers work to super-
intendent for his approval. One short story to be told next sriday. 
A committee of three chosen to place five "Have you read?" 
I 
advertisements on the board next .lfriclay. 
LESSON li81. ~onversation. 
I 
Write out a conversation for the following situation. 
Imagine yourself a .policeman in a large city. lou are 
questioned by the following people: 
1. A stranger •ants to know the quickest way to the 
post office. 
2. A worried old lady asks which car -.·ill take her home. 
3. A little girl is lost and comes crying to you. 
4. An elderly gentleman as.k:s you to help him across the 
street. 
57. 
5. A foreign laboring man wants to know where he may go 
to file papers for citizenship. 
Arrange the conversation in the order which .the persona 
questioned you. 
~e clear and definite in giving directions and be as courteous 
as you would wish a policeman to be to you. 
LESSON #8~~ Telegrams. 
1. Telegraph office. 
2. Operator, a boy. 
3, Assistant, a girl. 
The operator and his assistant distribute teleg:t·wn ·blanks 
to each ·member of the class. '.1'he local office will give these to 
the class. 
use one of the following situations and write a telegram. 
Present it to the operator and he with his assistant will inform 
you if it is written properly. These forma will then be read to 
the class. 
1. Your friend is on his way home from ~enver to chicago • 
.He wishes you to meet him in l;hicago. '.L'elegr~ph him explaining 
why you cannot meet him. 
2 • . Telegraph your cousin asking him to meet your friend 
in Chicago in your place. 
3. '.L'elegra.ph a friend in .ues .W.oinea asking him to secure 
you two tickets for the play •Merchant of venice." 
4 • . A very dear friend has been elected to a position of 
great honor and trust. Telegraph congratulations. 
5. The basket ball team goes to waterloo for a game, 
send a telegram from the school to be read to them just before the 
game. 
58. 
6. You are in a railroad accident and delayed several 
days, Telegraph your bank for money. 
LESSO~ t~~. "Little Theater wlub• meeting. 
constitution and by-laws read. changes made where necessary. 
Constitution and by-laws adopted according to method outl i ned 
in Robert's "Rules of Order". 
Each student given five minutes to relate the short story he 
has read. 
¥ive "Have you read?" advertisements written on the board 
to arouse interest in stories . 
J!'i ve students volunteer to put advertisements on the .board 
for the next story telling hour. ~ach student has read at least 
one short story each week since the list was posted. 
Report of Good English Commdttee. 
Error cards distributed. t:orrections made. 
LESSON #84. Merchant of venice. Act II. ocenes 5, 6. 
'hat is your opinion of Jessica now? vo you approve of her 
actions? 
Do you think Shylock was suspicious of his daughter'? 
Select the parts in these scenes tha t you think the class 
could dramatize. 
Be able to read any part well before the class. 
Memorize a suitable passage, one that appeals to you. 
Librarian is chosen to catalog the books as in ~esson 3. 
Same plan for oral reports carried out in this lesson. 
Posters to be displayed in the room as during former book 
report period. 
LESSON #.85. "Little '.L'heater ~lub". 
room. 
Report of committee on cost of stage for "Little Theater ~lub" 
Report of committee on cost of cos'tumes. 
Magazine list is completed and approved. 
Short story list is completed and approved. 
Class must suggest some plan to help pay the expense of 
"Little Theater" equipment. A committee confers with the super-
intendent to find out if any part of the expense can be paid out 
of the school fund. They present bills to him and ask for sugges-
ti one. 
LESSON$ il,86 1/.8 7 #88 • .. 
Oral book reports according to plan carried out in .Lesson #3. 
60. 
III. CONCLUSIQ! ~SUMMARY 
As a result of this series of lessons, the class showed 
a marked interest in all English work and this spirit prevailed 
throughout the year. A student remarked, "This is the kind of 
English I can use and I like it." In fact, this was the spirit 
of the entire class. All tasks became significc6.nt and worth 
while to them and they worked with zeal. While there is no 
scientific measurement of the results accomplished, I know the 
' 
a t uden ta recei-ved more practical English than 'by the text- 'book 
method and this series of leasons created an interest and en-
thusiasm for better English in a l l school work. 
In attempting to analyze the lessons submitted I have 
numbered, listed the title of each lesson, and arranged the fol-
lowing pages to show how drill, appreciation., and problem technics 
have been provided for in this series of lessons. The types of 
exercise, which predominate in these lessons, are listed in red 
ink. 
Analysis of lessons submitted. 
~ Subject 
1 A ~uestionnaire 
2 Selection of Good .Eooks 
3 Selection of Good books 
4 Preparation for Organi-
zation of Discussion 
League 
5 Discussion League 
Organized 
6 Treasure Island study 
7 Treasure Island 
Drill Appr~~iatio~ Problem Project 
5 
6 
7 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
---
5 
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No. 
-
Sub.1ect .1Jri11 Appreciation Problem Project 
8 Oral English Selection 8 8 
---
Books 
9 Edi tori~ls g 9 
---
10 Discussi on League 10 10 10 ---
11 Treasure Isla nd 11 11 
12 Treasure Island 12 12 
13 Cla.ssifi ca.tJ,on of .Books 13 13 13 
/ 
/ 
14 Description 14 14 
---
15 Writing a. Uonstitution 15 15 15 
16 Treasure Island 16 16 
---
17 Treasure I eland 17 17 ---
18 Classification of .l:iooks 18 18 18 
19 Sentence Eatlding 1'- 19 
20 Adoption of a Constitution 20 20 
--· 
21 Treasure Island 21 21 
22 Treasure leland 22 22 
23 Selection of Books for 23 23 
book report 
24 Sentence .Building 24 24 
25 Public discussion 25 25 2f> 
26 Treasure I eland 26 26 ---
27 Selecti on of .Books for 27 27 
---
report 
.28 Treasure leland 28 28 
2~ Deecription 29 29 ---
30 Discussi on Ulub 30 30 30 ---
0 c cup a. ti ons 
31 Treasure· I eland 31 31 ---
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NoL Subject .uri 11 Appreci a tion Problem Projec~ 
32 Treasure Island 32 32 
---
33 li.a.king Ecole List for 33 33 33 
Book Report 
34 Description Public oale 34 34 
---
35 Discussion League 35 35 35 
---
36 Treasure Island 36 36 
---
37 Treasure I eland 37 37 
---
38 GiTing accurate direc- 38 38 
tiona 
39 Occupations 39 39 3g 
40 Roosevelt Program 40 40 40 
41 Treasure Island 41 41 
---
42 Treasure Island 42 42 
43 Oral Book Reports 43 43 43 
44 Oral :Book Reports 44 44 44 
45 Oral Book Reports 45 45 45 
46 Treasure Island 46 46 . ~- -
47 Treasure Island 47 47 
48 Gi Ting Accurate Dire- 48 48 
---
til.ons 
49 Description 4~ 
---
50 Armistice .Day Program 50 50 50 
51 Better Speech week 51 51 51 
---Posters / 
52 Pledges and Resolutions 52 52 52 
53 Class ActiTities for 53 53 53 
Better Speech Week 
54 Class Activities for 54 54 54 
Better Speech Program 
55 Better Speech Program 55 55 55 
---
63. 
No. Subjeg! Drill Apprecia.tiog Problem Project 
56 Treasure I eland 56 56 
---
57 Treasure leland 57 57 
--- ---
58 ~a..ldng Public AnnoWlce- 58 58 
---
menta 
5~ Description 5- 59 
--- ---
60 Discussion League in 60 60 
---Session 
61 !lerchant of venice 61 61 61 
---
62 Study · of Life of 62 62 62 
---Shakespeare 
63 Thanksgiving Program 63 63 63 
---
64 Merchant of venice 64 64 
--- ---
65 ¥erchant ot venice 65 65 .65 
---
66 Introducing a. Speaker 66 66 
67 Story Telling 6? 67 
--- ---
68 JLerchant of venice 68 68 
----
69 Merchant of venice 69 69 
---
70 :Merchant of venice 70 70 
--- ---
71 Presentation of Gift and 71 71 
Acceptance 
72 Story Telling 72 ?2 
---
?3 ."Little Theater li1ub" ?3 73 
---Organized 
74 :Merchant of venice 74 74 
---
75 :ALerchant of venice 75 75 75 
---
76 Making a Personal Appli- 76 76 
---
cation 
77 Conversation 77 
--- ---
78 Christmas Leeson 78 78 78 
---
79 Merchant of venice 79 79 79 
/ 
64. 
No. ~gQ.ieq! Vrill Appreciation Froblem Froject 
-
80 :Merchant of venice 80 80 80 
81 Conversation 81 --~-") 
82 Telegrams 82 ---
83 "Little Theater Club" 83 83 ---
JLeeting 
84 Mel·cha.nt of venice 84 84 ---
85 "Little Theater Club" 
---
85 85 
85 Oral :Book Reports 86 86 86 
87 Oral book Reports 87 87 87 
---
88 Oral .Book Reports 88 88 88 
---
TOTAL 21 44 38 
65. 
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